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SUMMARY

Three sisters in a same family (MIAH FAMILY) are of 'Bombay'
phenotype. These being the first known female examples of 'Bombay' blood
group have been detected in Bangladesh. As predicted by current theory
their red cells are Le(a+b-) and their saliva do not contain any of the
antigens A, Band H except Lea substance. Family studies showed that
individuals with 'Bombay' or Oh phen"otypemay have A or B gene which are
not expressed. This very particular type of blood is one of the rarest in any
other parts of world except in India.

Due to the presence of anti-H antibody in the plasma of Oh phenotype,
when considering such patients for transfusion only blood of indentical
Bombay type can be safely transfused.

INTRODUCTION

A genetically suppressed form of B was discovered in a patient from
Bombay in India by Bhende1.The symbol "Oh" is now used to describe the
phenotype of these cells which have been called "Bombay Bloods". The
'Bombay' or Oh phenotype is peculiar both in red cells and in serum: the
cells are characterized by its negative reactions with anti-A, anti-B, anti-AB
and anti-H. The serum of the person contains anti-A, Anti-B, and extra
antibody anti-H, reacting with all 0 group bloods.

Except for very rare persons, all Oh people are Le (a+b-) and are non-
secretors of A,B and H antigens.

The 'Bombay' or Oh phenotype can easily be detected in the
laboratory either by its failure to react with anti-H, if this reagent is used
routinely, or by positive reaction with group 0 cells during serum grouping
or crossmatching.This very peculiar type of blood is one of the rarest in any
other parts of the world except in India. The cases are reported from South
India, Bengal and Uttar Pradesh. 2.3 The frequency of this 'Bombay'
phenotype is around one in every 13,000 Marathi-speaking people in
Bombay with an estimated h gene frequency of 0.00664. The phenotype
must be very rare, indeed in Europeans: no example o"fa single Oh person
has been recognized though many million blood donors or patients must
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have been suitably tested. In Bangladesh, this is the first example of three
females in a same family having Oh (Bombay) phenotype and all are of Le
(a+b-).

CASE REPORT

A patient, Mrs. M. born in Narayangonj. Bangladesh. She was
admitted in Sadar Hospital, Narayangonj for the treatment of Eclampsia
with full term pregnancy. As it was thought that transfusio,"! might be
necessary, an attempt was made to crossmatch blood, but no compatible

. donors could be found even among her parents. Further examination
revealed that her blood was of type Oh. She delivered a life birth daughter
and no transfusion was required later on.

For detail serological study, blood samples from all the members of the
family along with saliva from each individual were collected in sterile
containers. For grouping of blood, standered serological techniques with
modification of Rahman5 were adopted. For detection of secretor of ABH
substances in saliva, the inhibition test of Race and Sanger' were followed.
All anti-sera were purchased from the foreign commercial laboratories.
Tests were repeated when there was any doubt about the result.

The red cells of Mrs. M. failed to react with anti-A, anti-B, and anti-AB
(Group 0), and anti-H sera and with the serum from two of her Oh sisters.
The strenghth of the I antigen was found to be within the normal adult
range.

The red cells of Mrs. M. were consistently positive when tested with
anti-Lea sera and negative with anti-Leb sera," using both the saline
agglutination technique and anti-globulin technique specially in the
presence of complement. More than two anti-Lea and anti-Leb specificites
were used.

Mrs. M.'s serum contained anti-A, anti-B, and anti-H. All three
antibodies were not inhibited by ABH non secretor saliva but inhibited by
ABH secretor saliva. No anti-Leb was detected in the serum after absorption
with group 0 Le (a-b- ) cells to remove the anti-H. Cells from two of her
sisters Oh individual were found to be compatible. Mrs. M.'s saliva did not
inhibit anti-A, anti -B, anti-H but anti-Lea was inhibited.

The blood groups and saliva of a number of relatives were
investigated. The ABO, Lewis and secretor phenotypes are shown in the
pedigree of MIAH FAMILY (Fig 1, 1.,-2.,-3.). To the right are sl-Iown the
deduced genotypes.
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Hg.I, I.,-2.,-3.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pedigree of MIAH FAl\1IL Y showing the inheritance of the ABO, Hh,
Lewis and Secretor genes with-the suppreession of A and/or B antig~ns in three sibs having
Oh (Bombay) phenotype
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The family studies have shown that a rare suppressor gene which in
homozygous state suppresses, in propositus, the action of A and / or B
genes and gene for the secretor status.

The ABO and secretor genes are fully expressed in individuals
heterozygous for this suppressor gene, e.g. : parents or children of Oh
persons. The rare suppressor gene was termed as x by Levine et a17,who
first described this type of inheritance and is also termed as gene h in H-h
system with Bombay people being homozygous hh. The Hh genes are not
located on the same chromosomes carrying A,Band 0 genes. Aloysia et als
have shown that some of the subjects must have an A or B gene which is
suppressed or, to put it in a more positive way, is failing to express itself. All
cases so far reported have been non-secretors of ABHthough some had a
secretor gene, and all have had the Lewis phenotype Le (a+b-) except one
example of an individual of type Oh phenotype, as predicted by current
theory his red cells were Le(a-b-) and his saliva contained none of the
antigens A,B,H, LeaLeb.9 The accepted theory of the genetical and

. biochemicalpathways leadingto the productionof the antigens of the ABO
and Lewis systems is mainly due to Watkins and Morgan10and to Cepellini
et al. 11 It is conveniently summarised in a diagram by Race and Sanger6.
Fig. 2, Showing the genetical path ways leading to the ABH antigens of the
red cells.

The H gene possessed by nearly all normal people. Full expression of
A, Band 0 alleles depends on the presence of at least one H gene : almost
every person is homozygous HH, but rarely an individual is heterozygous
Hh. Iftwo of these rare heter.ozygotes Hh marry each other, then 25 percent
of the offspring would be expected to be hh.12 The extremely rare hh person
lacks A or B or H antigens on the red cells, even if A or B or 0 genes have
been inherited. Although the A or B alleles, if present, are not expressed in
the 'Bombay' phenotype, normal expression will be found in offspring who
inherit the A or B allele, provided the offspring inherit one H gene from the
other parent, for example :

'Bombay' phenotype
-hh
(BO)
BHh
(BO)

Children

'Normal parent'
OHH
(00)
OHh
(00)

or

The three alleles of the ABO system are A,B and 0, but there is now
evidence of a fourth allele, the compound AB. It is postulated that a
precursor substance is acted upon by a series of genes, in so far as they are
present in the genome of a given individual, the probable chronological
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Fig.2. Showingthe geneticalpathways leadingto the A,S and H antigens
of the red cells. (Fromthe workof Morganand Watkins,and Cepellini).The
genes hand 0 are consideredamorphs.
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order of their action being Le (Lewis), H (sometimes called X), Se .and
finally A, B or both. The Le gene transforms precursor substance to Lea
substance while the allele Ie does not change it. The Se gene, besides
causing H, and ultimately also A and B, to be secreted into the saliva and
other fluids, also acts jointly with the H gene to convert Lea in part into Leb.
Finally the A and B genes act to convert H (but not the whole of it) into A or
B substance. Persons of genotype hh thus have no A, B, H or Leb antigen.
Some examples of the interactions of the Hh, Sese, ABO.and Lele genes
are shown in Table I .

Table - I: Showing some examples of Interactions of the Hh,
Sese, ABO and Lele genes (based on Watkins,
1966)10.

Blood Group substances

Genes *
H, Se, A, Le
H, sese, A, Le
H, Se, A, lele
H, Se, 00, Le
hh:j: Se,A, Le

in secretions

H, A, Lea, Leb
Lea
H,A,
H, Lea, Leb
Lea

on red cells
H, A, Leb
H, A, Lea
H,A
H,(Lea),+Leb
Lea

* The genes H, Se, A (orB) and Le produce their effect when present in
single or in double dose; when the amorphic genes h, 0, Ie and se are
present in double dose, no detectable effect is produced.

+ In some group a (and A2) subjects who have the genes H, Se and Le, Lea
as well as Leb can be detected on the red cells.

:j:The H gene is necessary for the formation of H,A and Leb substances.

The lewis antigens are not made within the red cell but taken up from
the plasma. The antigens of the ABa, Lewis, Ii, and P groups are
synthesized by the sequential addition of sugar residues to a common
precursor substance. As a consequence the systems interact in a number of
ways. For example, single molecules may carry specificities determined
both by the ABa and the Lewis genes. The various interactions can be
understood only by studying the chemistry of the biosynthetic path ways.14,15

Family studies have shown that individuals with the 'Bombay'
phenotype can inherit A or B genes which are not expressed. The presence
of at least one H gene is necessary, not only to express H- ness of a red cell,
but also A-ness or B-ness in the presence of an A or B gene. 'Bombay' red,
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cells phenotype which is apparently as group O. Unlike normal group 0 red
cells that have large amounts. of H antigen, ' Bombay' red cells lack Hand
have the unusual genotype h/h.

The effect of modifying genes on the expression of A, Band 0 genes is
seen in MIAH FAMILY and other two families of his 'Bombay' or Oh
phenotype daughters (Fig. 1, 1-2.-3). The children of 'Bombay' individuals
can express normal amounts of A and B antigen on their red cells providing
they inherit an H g~ne from one parent.

The ABO antigens on red cells result from a direct gene-enzyme-red
cell linkage, the genes being the inherited factors A-B or H, which produces
an enzyme known as glycosyltransferase, through which the specific blood
group sugar is presented and attached to the membrane of the red cells.
The presence of the fucose sugar is, however, fundamental to the antigen
structure. Propositus (Mrs. M.) indicated that she had an B gene as her
daughter was B. Mrs. M. could not be 0 because of her mother was A1B.
Mrs. M. had failed to inherit an H gene and was therefore of the rare
genotype h/h. As a result of this no H glycosyltransferase was produced
and therefore no fucose was attached to the basic sugar substance.
Because of this, any inherited A or B gene could not express itself in terms
of red cells antigen as the A or B specific sugar could not be attached to the
basic blood group substance by the appropriate transferase.

The groups of the family (Fig 1, 1.,-2.,-3.) made it clear that the
'Bombay' propositus (Mrs. M.) has no new kind of ABO genes but has an
unexpressed B gene which she has inherited from her mother and handed
on to her daughter. In this way, two individuals whose phenotype is 0 can
have a child with an A1 phenotype (Fig. 1,3.). Mrs. R. (Oh) has an
unexpressed A1 gene which she inherited from her mother and handed on
to her daughter as her husband was group O.

Due to the presence of anti-H antibody in the serum of Oh phenotype it
can not be transfused with any other type of blood except 'Bombay' blood
group e.g : A patient whose blood group is Oh can receive only Oh blood.
Though normally anti-H in 'Bombay' type females do not cause haemolytic
disease of the new born, a case where mild haemolytic disease was
associated with anti-H antibody of a mother of Oh phenotype has been
encountered16.

The Hh genes are independent, not sited at any of the following loci,
ABO, sectetor, MNSs, P, I, Rh, Duffy, Lewis, Kidd, Kell, Lutheran nor are they
on the sex chromosomes. The methods of reasoning behind such
statements are given by Race and Sange~
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Table II, 1. Shol,l,1I>gtbe finding6 of 12 different Blood group Systems of MIAH FAMll. Y C\I
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Table. 11.2. Showing the findings of 12 different Blood group System of Propositus (Mrs. M.) 'Bombay' or 011family.

Table. \l, 3 . Showing the findings of 12 different Blood group Systems of Mrs. R.s (Bombay) family
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It can be postulated that Oh phenotype has no association with any
other blood group systems due to independence of Hh genes as evident
from the tables (Tables II, 1. ,-2.,-3).

'The present study describes the first example of three daughters of
MIAH FAMILY in Bangladesh are of 'Bombay' or Oh phenotype and
Le(a+b). These red cells in contradistinction to true group 0 cells are not
agglutinated by anti-H. Indeed an extra antibody anti-H, present in the
plasma of these persons reacting with all '0' group bloods.
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